
1. Commercial
• The name of your team

Team CHTP (think of a way how that is pronounced ^^)

• What is the breakdown in the team: Vfx / or compositing (3D animation) + Camera /
director / production / sound / installation

Cezar - Director
Hao - Camera
Tu - Sound
Philip - Postproduction

• Which commercial(s) did you choose?

Vim Cream - Moeder gebruikt geen Vim schuurmiddel en haar dochter leeft met d’r mee 05:17
https://youtu.be/uJSq7DWEZpU?t=5m17s

• What will you do with the original? Are you going to change it? If so, how?
You can look at changes in the areas of, for example:
-”the idea”. So you can put the commercial on equal treatment for women (No. 6 - Youtube
playlist) also customize for example other: equal opportunities, older people,
Trump/Hillary/Poetin supporters ... Saxion teachers ... you name it. It may be serious but
also satirical.
-The Location (= arena), props and time. You can adjust the locations, time, and props. In
Bokma advertising would you like the Randstad city can go to a town in the old Wild West.
-The actors. You can take other types / persons. For the actor in the Bokma advertising you
can totally take a different type.
-The Atmosphere: you can change the setting of the thriller Bokma advertising to a western.
-The Plot, you could customize the plot of the original plot to give a twist at the end.
-The Style (design / installation / light etc.) remain the same or adjust your working on? Of
course, this depends in turn on the idea.

We will keep the original idea of two people standing on the different side of a glass wall. Compared to the 
original advertisment we don’t use a shower cabine, but rather several locations at school (for example the 
small meeting rooms at 7th floor). We also change the message of the commercial. The original spot said 
“Don’t waste your time cleaning”, we will change it to don’t waste your time studying, making it a more fun 
twist in the end. We will keep with the space and mode, having it sad and slow over most of the spot. The end 
will have a funny mode.

2. 360º-video
• What scenes did you choose? (This might be a scene are from the already selected
commercial but can also be a scene from a different commercial)

We use a scene from the commercial we choose. One of the scenes we are going to film is a scene in one of 
the meeting rooms on the 7th floor.

• What so we see ....?

The scene shows 2 people one inside and one outside of the room. The person being inside being sad because 
he/she wants to get out, while the other one wants the trapped person to escape. The camera will be inside 
the room, allowing the viewer to be in the same position as the person trapped. Being able to look around the 



viewer can watch the scene, but also take a look at what the person being trapped inside has to work on.

• All mentioned Items under “commercial” > (1).

???

• How do you make sure that someone which is using the ‘Google cardboard reader “ is also
really going to look around in the video? What does take place in the room to the camera?
>> How do you work with mise-en-scene (motion in front of the camera of actors / props
etc).

The scene takes place in a very small room, the acting happens in the front part of the room. The camera 
is placed behind the actor. Making use of a “cue” from behind the the camera we draw the attention of the 
viewer to turn around.

• In 360º video video gives sound often called a “cue” to look a certain way. So werkk it in
real life. If you are talking on the street with someone and you hear someone shout behind
you crazy things, you usually turn your head. How do you work / use spatial sound in the
360º video? In week 3.5 you get lesson so you know how to record the sound and process
for a 360º video at Youtube.

The will be a cue behind the camera, so that the viewer turns around. We place several items on a desk that 
stands behind the camera, so that it looks like a working place. A laptop will be placed as well which we use 
to play a sound, drawing the viewers attention to turn around. The actor will also hit on the glass wall in front 
of him drawing attention to the front.


